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Political Armies 2002-05 does the withdrawal
of armies from direct rule in most countries
herald an end to their role as actors in
domestic politics has political intervention
by the military been superseded this
comparative examination of the politicized
armed forces looks at the consequences of
military rule for nation building and economic
development the effects of the passing of the
cold war and the rise of globalization on the
political role of the military the role of
political armies in the consolidation of civil
politics and democratic governance the lessons
for policy makers in global governance and
post conflict reconstruction the contributors
build on successive theories about the role of
the military in politics and look to the
future the most threatening scenario may be a
proliferation of armed actors and the rise of
privatized forces of law and order
Political Inequality in an Age of Democracy
2014-07-11 the world has witnessed the
creation of new democracies and the maturing
of old ones yet everywhere there is democracy
there is also political inequality voices of
everyday folk struggle to be heard often they
keep silent governments respond mostly to the
influential and the already privileged our age
of democracy then is the old age of inequality
this book builds on u s scholarship on the
topic of political inequality to understand
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its forms causes and consequences around the
world comprised of nine theoretical
methodological and empirical chapters this
path creating edited collection contains
original works by both established and young
up and coming social scientists including
those from latin america eastern europe greece
and the u s political inequality in an age of
democracy addresses the present and future of
the concept of political inequality from multi
disciplinary and cross national perspectives
Democracy in an Age of Globalisation
2007-07-07 in this book the author develops a
comprehensive analysis of the demands which
the process of globalization exerts on the
political organisations of humanity the author
starts from a diagnosis of the process of
globalisation the question central to the book
can be formulated as follows how can the
social moral and legal achievements of the
nation state be retained while its structure
is reshaped to satisfy the requirements of a
globalised world
Judicial Independence in the Age of Democracy
2001 this collection of essays by leading
scholars of constitutional law looks at a
critical component of constitutional democracy
judicial independence from an international
comparative perspective peter h russell s
introduction outlines a general theory of
judicial independence while the contributors
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analyze a variety of regimes from the united
states and latin america to russia and eastern
europe western europe and the united kingdom
australia israel japan and south africa
russell s conclusion compares these various
regimes in light of his own analytical
framework
Defining Democracy in a Digital Age 2014-11-14
the internet has created a new social base
where governments are ever more critically
examined and measuring public sentiment
expressed on social media is crucial to
gauging ongoing support for democracy this
book illustrates a methodology for doing so
and considers the impact of this new public
sphere on the future of democracy
#リパブリック 2018-08 snsの浸透により危機に瀕する民主主義 正しく熟議を確保する
方策とは サンスティーン教授が示す市民の基礎教養
カウンター・デモクラシー 2017-03-28 なぜ政治は信用されないのか いま多くの人々は
自分の言葉が政治に届いていないと感じている 階層や社会集団が崩れた現在 政党が社会を代表する
ことはますます難しくなっているからだ 民主主義を担保するのは 選挙によって代表を送り込む 信
任 と政治への監視 否定 審判という 不信 の二元性である デモや集会 sns そしてメディ
アの機能など 代表制を補完し 支える 松葉杖 としての対抗民主主義を歴史的に論じた画期的著作
デモクラシーの生と死 2013-11-22 この発明は 希望を追い求める思考というものの力強
い表れで 今日のわたしたちにまで及んでいる ギリシア人は それをデーモクラティアと呼んだ デ
モクラシーの世界史
Handbook on Democracy and Security 2023-01-06
the handbook on democracy and security offers
an insightful new interpretation of the topic
that reframes the contemporary challenge of
democracy away from competing ideologies or
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external existential threats and centres on
the security of democracy in the minds and
lived experience of its citizens
蠅の王 1997 未来における大戦のさなか イギリスから疎開する少年たちの乗っていた飛行機が
攻撃をうけ 南太平洋の孤島に不時着した 大人のいない世界で 彼らは隊長を選び 平和な秩序だっ
た生活を送るが しだいに 心に巣食う獣性にめざめ 激しい内部対立から殺伐で陰惨な闘争へと駆り
たてられてゆく 少年漂流物語の形式をとりながら 人間のあり方を鋭く追究した問題作
Democratic Swarms 2022-05-04 considers how
ancient greek comedy offers a model for
present day politics with democratic swarms
page dubois revisits the role of greek comedy
in ancient politics considering how it has
been overlooked as a political medium by
modern theorists and critics moving beyond the
popular readings of ancient greece through the
lens of tragedy she calls for a revitalized
look at greek comedy rather than revisiting
the sufferings of oedipus and his family or
tragedy s relationship to questions of
sovereignty this book calls for comedy its
laughter its free speech its wild swarming
animal choruses and its rebellious women to
inform another model of democracy ancient
comedy has been underplayed in the study of
greek drama yet with the irrepressible energy
of the comic swarm it provides a unique
perspective on everyday life gender and
sexuality and the utopian politics of the
classical period of athenian democracy using
the concepts of swarm intelligence and nomadic
theory dubois augments tragic thought with the
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resistant utopian libidinous and often joyous
communal legacy of comedy and she connects the
lively anti authoritarianism of the ancient
comic chorus with the social justice movements
of today
Citizenship and Democracy in an Era of Crisis
2015-05-22 democracies are transforming
worldwide but at the same time political
inequality is increasing this development
threatens to leave growing portions of mass
publics effectively outside the political
process this volume brings together leading
authorities in the field of democratic
citizenship and participation to address
pertinent questions concerning the quality of
the democratic political process at the
beginning of the twenty first century
analysing causes and consequences of recent
developments in democratic governance and
citizenship it contributes new and original
research to the ongoing debate on the crisis
of representative democracy the contributors
deal with a broad range of issues including
aspects of democratic citizenship and citizens
perceptions of system performance political
inequality and the democratic impact of
participatory innovations this book will be of
key interest to scholars and students in
democratization studies democratic citizenship
comparative politics political sociology and
political participation
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政治的リベラリズム増補版 2021-12-25 相対立する多様な世界観によって分断された人び
との間に どうすれば正義にかなった社会を築くことができるか 現代正義論の到達点
スター・ウォーズによると世界は 2017-11-25 独裁と民主主義に境界はない カエサル
ルイ14世 ヒトラー スターリン 毛沢東 カダフィ 金正日 プーチン さらにはiocやマフィ
ア 実業家まで 古今東西の100を超える独裁者と組織をケーススタディとして取り上げ カネとヒ
トを支配する権力構造を解き明かした 新視点の政治論 世界独裁者マップ付き
独裁者のためのハンドブック 2013-11 the internet opens up
new opportunities for citizens to organize and
mobilize for action but it also provides new
channels that established political social and
economic interests can use to extend their
powers will the internet revolutionize
politics the prospect of internet democracy is
a rich and detailed exploration of the
theoretical implications of the internet and
related information and communication
technologies icts for democratic theory
focusing in particular on how political uses
of the internet have affected or seem likely
to affect patterns of influence among citizens
interest groups and political institutions the
authors examine whether the internet s impact
on democratic politics is destined to repeat
the history of other innovative icts the
volume explores the likely long term effects
of such uses on the conduct of politics in the
usa and other nations that declare themselves
modern democracies and assesses the extent to
which they help or hinder viable democratic
governance
The Prospect of Internet Democracy 2016-02-24
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デモクラシーはある日突然 死に至るのではない 危機を昂進させていく政治過程を経て崩壊する そ
こにおける体制維持派と様々な反対派の間のせめぎあいや中立的権力の動向などを分析する枠組みを提
示した政治学者フアン リンス 1926 2013 の古典的研究 デモクラシーの運命に関心を抱
くすべての人々にとっての必読書である
パクス・デモクラティア 1996 investigative journalism
holds democracies and individuals accountable
to the public but important stories are going
untold as news outlets shy away from the
expense of watchdog reporting computational
journalism using digital records and data
mining algorithms promises to lower the cost
and increase demand among readers james
hamilton shows
民主体制の崩壊　危機・崩壊・再均衡 2020-11-13 at the end of the
twentieth century many believed the story of
european political development had come to an
end modern democracy began in europe but for
hundreds of years it competed with various
forms of dictatorship now though the entire
continent was in the democratic camp for the
first time in history but within a decade this
story had already begun to unravel some of the
continent s newer democracies slid back
towards dictatorship while citizens in many of
its older democracies began questioning
democracy s functioning and even its
legitimacy and of course it is not merely in
europe where democracy is under siege across
the globe the immense optimism accompanying
the post cold war democratic wave has been
replaced by pessimism many new democracies in
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latin america africa and asia began
backsliding while the arab spring quickly
turned into the arab winter the victory of
donald trump led many to wonder if it
represented a threat to the future of liberal
democracy in the united states indeed it is
increasingly common today for leaders
intellectuals commentators and others to claim
that rather than democracy some form
dictatorship or illiberal democracy is the
wave of the future in democracy and
dictatorship in europe sheri berman traces the
long history of democracy in its cradle europe
she explains that in fact just about every
democratic wave in europe initially failed
either collapsing in upon itself or succumbing
to the forces of reaction yet even when
democratic waves failed there were always some
achievements that lasted even the most
virulently reactionary regimes could not
suppress every element of democratic progress
panoramic in scope berman takes readers
through two centuries of turmoil revolution
fascism civil war and finally the emergence of
liberal democratic europe in the postwar era a
magisterial retelling of modern european
political history democracy and dictatorship
in europe not explains how democracy actually
develops but how we should interpret the
current wave of illiberalism sweeping europe
and the rest of the world
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Democracy’s Detectives 2016-10-10 習近平率いる現代中国は自
らの対外政策をいかに説明しているか また現地社会からどう見られているか 双方向的に考察する
Democracy and Dictatorship in Europe
2019-01-04 an investigation of the effect of
government online forums on democratic
practices in the united states and europe the
global explosion of online activity is
steadily transforming the relationship between
government and the public the first wave of
change e government enlisted the internet to
improve management and the delivery of
services more recently e democracy has aimed
to enhance democracy itself using digital
information and communication technology one
notable example of e democratic practice is
the government sponsored or government
authorized online forum for public input on
policymaking this book investigates these
online consultations and their effect on
democratic practice in the united states and
europe examining the potential of internet
enabled policy forums to enrich democratic
citizenship the book first situates the online
consultation phenomenon in a conceptual
framework that takes into account the
contemporary media environment and the flow of
political communication then offers a
multifaceted look at the experience of online
consultation participants in the united states
the united kingdom and france and finally
explores the legal architecture of u s and e u
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online consultation as the contributors make
clear online consultations are not simply
dialogues between citizens and government but
constitute networked communications involving
citizens government technicians civil society
organizations and the media the topics
examined are especially relevant today in
light of the obama administration s
innovations in online citizen involvement
中国の外交戦略と世界秩序 2020 multiversities are sprawling
conglomerates that provide liberal
undergraduate graduate and professional
education as well springs of innovation and
ideas these universities represent the core of
society s research enterprise multiversities
ideas and democracy forcibly argues that in
the contemporary world multiversities need to
be conceptualized in a new way that is not
just as places of teaching and research but
also as fundamental institutions of democracy
building upon the history of universities
george fallis discusses how the multiversity
is a distinctive product of the later
twentieth century and has become an
institution of centrality and power he
examines five characteristics of our age the
constrained welfare state the information
technology revolution postmodern thought
commercialization and globalization and in
each case explains how the dynamic of
multiversity research alters societal
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circumstances leading to the alteration of the
institution itself and creating challenges to
its own survival the character of our age
demands reappraisal of the multiversity fallis
argues in order to safeguard them from so
called mission drift writing from a multi
national perspective this study establishes
how similar ideas are shaping multiversities
across the anglo american world ultimately
multiversities ideas and democracy seeks to
uncover the ethos of the multiversity and to
hold such institutions accountable for their
contribution to democratic life it will appeal
to anyone interested in the role of education
in society
Connecting Democracy 2011-12-16 a new
perspective on policy responsiveness in
american government scholars of american
politics have long been skeptical of ordinary
citizens capacity to influence let alone
control their governments drawing on over
eight decades of state level evidence on
public opinion elections and policymaking
devin caughey and christopher warshaw pose a
powerful challenge to this pessimistic view
their research reveals that although american
democracy cannot be taken for granted state
policymaking is far more responsive to
citizens demands than skeptics claim although
governments respond sluggishly in the short
term over the long term electoral incentives
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induce state parties and politicians and
ultimately policymaking to adapt to voters
preferences the authors take an empirical and
theoretical approach that allows them to
assess democracy as a dynamic process their
evidence across states and over time gives
them new leverage to assess relevant outcomes
and trends including the evolution of mass
partisanship mass ideology and the
relationship between partisanship and ideology
since the mid twentieth century the
nationalization of state level politics the
mechanisms through which voters hold
incumbents accountable the performance of
moderate candidates relative to extreme
candidates and the quality of state level
democracy today relative to state level
democracy in other periods
Multiversities, Ideas, and Democracy
2011-01-01 this intensely interesting and
troubling book is the product of a lifetime of
reflection and study of democracy in it john
lukacs addresses the questions of how our
democracy has changed and why we have become
vulnerable to the shallowest possible
demagoguery lukacs contrasts the political
systems movements and ideologies that have
bedeviled the twentieth century democracy
liberalism nationalism fascism bolshevism
national socialism populism reflecting on
american democracy lukacs describes its
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evolution from the eighteenth century to its
current form a dangerous and possibly
irreversible populism this involves among
other things the predominance of popular
sentiment over what used to be public opinion
this devolution has happened through the
gigantic machinery of publicity substituting
propaganda and entertainment for knowledge and
ideology for a sense of history it is a kind
of populism that relies on nationalism and
militarism to hold society together lukacs s
observations are original biting timely sure
to inspire lively debate about the precarious
state of american democracy today loc gov
catdir enhancements fy0618 2004058450 d html
Dynamic Democracy 2022-11-14 since the
founding america s faith in a democratic
republic has depended on citizens who could be
trusted to be communicators vigorous talk
about equality rights and collaboration fueled
the revolution the declaration of independence
and the constitution with its amendments in a
republic the people set the terms for their
lives not individually but in community the
genius of keeping it alive exists in how
everyday citizens talk and listen write and
read for a common good dialogue and
deliberation rather than an accumulation of
individual preferences sustains a republic yet
a diminished and scarred institution of
journalism jeopardizes citizens access to
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shared and truthful information a disturbing
what s in it for me attitude has taken over
many citizens and a creeping autocratic sense
of dismissive accusation too often
characterizes the political style of elected
officials the basic fuel for democracy is the
willingness of informed citizens to take each
other seriously as they talk about political
choices once we begin to clam up build walls
and dismiss each other we unravel the threads
tying us to the founders vision of a republic
a free press and free speech become
meaningless if not supported by sustained
listening to multiple positions there are
those who profit by dividing citizens into two
camps a comfortable us versus a scary them
they make their case with accusations and
often with lies they warp the very meaning of
communication hoping citizens never truly
discover each other s humanity democracy s
news discusses today s problems of public
communication in the context of history law
and interpersonal life news should not be
something to dread mistrust or shun aided by
reliable factual journalism citizens can
develop a community based knowledge to cope
with social issues great and small they come
to treat neighbors and strangers as more than
stereotypes or opponents they become
collaborators with whom to identify and
sustain a working republic where news
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citizenship and public discourse merge
Democracy and Populism 2005-03-08 french
thinker alexis de tocqueville s democracy in
america has for years been a classic for
american political studies the expansive 2
volume original is here provided in a new
abridgement for students giving an accessible
yet complete picture of tocqueville s thought
with a new introduction by editor john d
wilsey this volume opens a clear window into
american political cultural and religious
history
Democracy's News 2023-02-20 takes a fresh look
at the history of democracy broadening the
traditional view with previously unexplored
examples this substantial reference work
critically re examines the history of
democracy from ancient history to possible
directions it may take in the future 44
chapters explore the origins of democracy and
explore new and sometimes surprising examples
from around the world each of the 9 parts
introduces the period followed by 3 to 7 case
studies
Democracy in America 2016-11-09 compares and
explores how social democratic governments
have had to adapt to globalization european
integration and social change and whether they
have successfully managed to uphold old social
democratic goals and values in light of the
devaluation of traditional policy instruments
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Edinburgh Companion to the History of
Democracy 2012-10-23 what is democracy under
what conditions does it thrive what are the
consequences of democracy this book aims to
answer these questions and more by exploring
different varieties of democracies around the
world it starts with definitions of democracy
and then divides the concept into three
dimensions which provide a framework for the
study of democracy in all its forms these
dimensions form the three main sections of the
book constitutional democracy which explores
political rights participatory democracy which
focuses on participation of citizens
egalitarian democracy which examines outcomes
of democracy in terms of equality democracy
concludes by surveying the findings of this
empirical study and a discussion on the
meanings and consequences of democracy in a
globalizing world
Social Democracy in Power 2008-03-31 the
struggle to establish more democratic
education pedagogies has a long history in the
politics of mainstream education this book
argues for the significance of the creative
arts in the establishment of social justice in
education using examples drawn from a
selection of contemporary case studies
including japanese applied drama palestinian
teacher education and room 13 children s
contemporary art jeff adams and allan owens
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use their research in practice to explore
creativity conceptually historically and
metaphorically within a variety of uk and
international contexts which are analysed
using political and social theories of
democratic and relational education each
chapter discusses the relationship between
models of democratic creativity and the
cultural conditions in which they are
practised with a focus on new critical
pedagogies that have developed in response to
neoliberalism and marketization in education
the book is structured throughout by the
theories practices and the ideals that were
once considered to be foundational for
education democratic citizenship and a just
society creativity and democracy in education
will be of key interest to postgraduate
students researchers and academics in the
field of education especially those interested
in the arts and creativity democratic learning
teacher education cultural and organisational
studies and political theories of education
Democracy 2013-04-15 the authors of this book
argue that post war fiscal and monetary
policies in the u s are prone to more frequent
and more destabilizing domestic and
international financial crises so in the
aftermath of the one that erupted in 2008 they
propose that now we are sleepwalking into
another which under the prevailing
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institutional circumstances could develop into
a worldwide financial armageddon thinking
ahead of such a calamity this book presents
for the first time a model of democratic
governance with privately produced money based
on the case of athens in classical times and
explains why if it is conceived as a benchmark
for reference and adaptation it may provide an
effective way out from the dreadful
predicament that state managed fiat money
holds for the stability of western type
democracies and the international financial
system as the u s today athens at that time
reached the apex of its military economic
political cultural and scientific influence in
the world but athens triumphed through
different approaches to democracy and
fundamentally different fiscal and monetary
policies than the u s thus the readers will
have the opportunity to learn about these
differences and appreciate the potential they
offer for confronting the challenges
contemporary democracies face under the
leadership of the u s the book will find
audiences among academics university students
and researchers across a wide range of fields
and subfields as well as legislators fiscal
and monetary policy makers and economic and
financial consultants
Creativity and Democracy in Education
2015-07-16 this volume offers the most
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significant analysis of how parliament re
emerged in myanmar in the span of a post junta
decade 2011 2021
Democracy and Money 2020-07-12 this book
examines democracy and governance from the
unconventional and largely under researched
vantage point of information it looks at the
exclusionary informational dynamics in
democracy and analyses the role of information
capitalism new technology virtual networks
cyberspace and media while emphasizing the
foundational value of information as the
source code of modern societies the book
explains how it is strategically maneuvered in
technologies of governance in so called
established and credible democracies it
studies the neutralization and subversion as
well as the complex nuanced and
multidimensional act of othering of people who
are supposed to be the repository of power in
democracy and in whose interest the business
of governance is expected to be conducted the
work highlights the challenges of technocratic
interpretations stunted public policy
communication hyped information society
cooption through the state of the art
capitalism rhetoric of virtual networks and
the often unilateral agenda of mainstream
media a major intervention in understanding
the nature of contemporary democracy and
polity this volume will be of great interest
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to scholars and researchers of politics media
political communication and technology studies
Crafting Parliament in Myanmar's Disciplined
Democracy (2011-2021) 2022 first published in
1996 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis
an informa company
The Information Game in Democracy 2018-03-07
how have african rulers responded to the
introduction of democratic electoral
competition despite the broadly negative
picture painted by the prevailing focus on
electoral fraud clientelism and ethnic
conflict the book argues that the full story
is somewhat more promising while these
unfortunate practices may be widespread
african rulers also seek to win votes through
the provision and distribution of public goods
and services the author s central argument is
that in predominantly rural countries the
introduction of competitive elections leads
governments to implement pro rural policies in
order to win the votes of the rural majority
as a result across much of africa the benefits
of democratic electoral competition have
accrued primarily in terms of rural
development this broad claim is supported by
cross national evidence both from public
opinion surveys and from individual level data
on health and education outcomes the argument
s core assumptions about voting behavior are
supported with quantitative evidence from
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ghana and qualitative historical evidence from
botswana presents further evidence for the
underlying theoretical mechanism taken
together this body of evidence provides
reasons to be optimistic about the operation
of electoral accountability in africa african
governments are responding to the
accountability structures provided by
electoral competition in that sense democracy
in africa is working oxford studies in african
politics and international relations is a
series for scholars and students working on
african politics and international relations
and related disciplines volumes concentrate on
contemporary developments in african political
science political economy and international
relations such as electoral politics
democratization decentralization the political
impact of natural resources the dynamics and
consequences of conflict and the nature of the
continent s engagement with the east and west
comparative and mixed methods work is
particularly encouraged case studies are
welcomed but should demonstrate the broader
theoretical and empirical implications of the
study and its wider relevance to contemporary
debates the series focuses on sub saharan
africa although proposals that explain how the
region engages with north africa and other
parts of the world are of interest series
editors nic cheeseman professor of democracy
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and international development university of
birmingham and ricardo soares de oliveira
professor of the international politics of
africa university of oxford
Radical Democracy 1996 young people are often
at the forefront of democratic activism
whether self organised or supported by youth
workers and community development
professionals focusing on youth activism for
greater equality liberty and mutual care
radical democracy this timely collection
explores the movement s impacts on community
organisations and workers essays from the
global north and global south cover the black
lives matter movement environmental activism
and the struggles of refugees at a time of
huge global challenges youth participation is
a dynamic lens through which all community
development scholars and participants can
rethink their approaches
Rural Democracy 2020 brazil changed
drastically in the 21st century s second
decade in 2010 the country s outgoing
president lula left office with almost 90
approval as the presidency passed to his
workers party successor dilma rousseff many
across the world hailed brazil as a model of
progressive governance in the global south yet
by 2019 those progressive gains were being
dismantled as the far right wing politician
jair bolsonaro assumed the presidency of a
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bitterly divided country digging beneath this
pendulum swing of policy and politics and
drawing on rich ethnographic portraits
precarious democracy shows how these
transformations were made and experienced by
brazilians far from the halls of power
bringing together powerful and intimate
stories and portraits from brazil s megacities
to rural amazonia this volume demonstrates the
necessity of ethnography for understanding
social and political change and provides
crucial insights on one of the most epochal
periods of change in brazilian history
Young People, Radical Democracy and Community
Development 2022-11-16 as evidenced in the
2008 elections and the transition to a new era
of democratic governance one of the most
important developments in american politics in
recent years has been the resurgence of
political parties democrats and republicans
represent different world views and policies
citizens recognise these differences and many
of them use party labels to make sense of the
political world parties polarisation and
democracy in the united states describes and
analyses the place of political parties in
american politics today both among elites and
citizens at large many scholars and pundits
denounce political polarisation they view it
as a symptom of a broken political system that
provides unappealing choices for voters and
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that is frequently mired in deadlock baumer
and gold make a different argument that party
polarisation offers the kind of choice and
accountability to voters that was not always
present in earlier periods of american
political history
Precarious Democracy 2021-09-17 people
increasingly use mobile phones for many tasks
including consuming news which affects what
they pay attention to and learn using mobile
devices as a case this book argues that by
differentiating between physical and cognitive
access to content we can better understand how
technology structures information delivery and
presentation moreover a model for post
exposure processing offers a means to generate
and test for communication technology s
effects on cognitive access this book helps to
reconcile accounts that paint smartphones as
either the democratic leveler or divider and
offers a researcher an approach to
understanding media effects as situated in the
context of changing information communication
technology the authors argue that this
approach adds to our understanding of how
communication technology changes what we know
about media effects with consequences for the
informed citizenry a democracy requires
Parties, Polarization and Democracy in the
United States 2015-11-17
News and Democratic Citizens in the Mobile Era
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